Volunteers needed for UDHR75 campaign and Human Rights Education Now! Podcast

Human Rights Education Now! Podcast Social Media and Communications Intern

We are looking for volunteers to work on UDHR75 promotional materials, events, and campaigns this Summer and Fall 2023!

Contact Jessica Terbrueggen (terbrueggenj@gmail.com) to learn more and apply.

Human Rights Education Now! is a podcast that aims to (1) inform a broader audience in the U.S. and internationally about human rights education (HRE) stories, practices, related issues, and theories, (2) expand awareness and knowledge about HRE USA and its programs, and (3) engage partner individuals, groups and organizations in changing the conversation about rights in the U.S. to one employing a human rights education lens. The content includes individual narratives of experienced HRE practitioners, theorists, scholars, students, and Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) advocates.

*Note: this is an online and unpaid volunteer opportunity. Current undergraduate students studying Communications or Advertising are strongly encouraged to apply.

Internship Duration: June 1st, 2023 – August 25th, 2023, with the opportunity to continue through the fall semester if desired. Availability during the first week of each month is mandatory to correlate with episode release dates.

To Apply: email your resume and a brief cover letter indicating your interest, availability, and why you are a good fit for this opportunity to terbrueggenj@gmail.com. Application accepted on a rolling basis.